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KENTUCKY: Fair and slightly warmer today. Fair and
cool again tonight. Friday
far anal warmer.-
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Stubblefield Grave Two World War II Dead SENIORS HAVE
To Be Buried Saturday GARDEN THEME
To Be Cleared Of
FOR CLASS DAY
'Brush By Boy Scouts

age

Co.

WEATHER FORECAST

a

Candidate

TIGER LINEUP
FOR BASEBALL
TOURNEY LISTED

"Garden of Dreams'. was the
theme around which the seniors of
Mdrray High built their class day
program.

one 441

Dense Growth
Covers Grave Of
Radio Inventor
Boy Scouts of Murray have made
plans to clear the plot of ground
where Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor radio, is buried.'Scout Master Ralph Wear announced2nday.
Access to the inventorii grave is
almost impossibleppi‘,
r
and very
few people know
e location. This
situation will be remedied so that
tourists. may visit the burial site.
-The entire cemetery is a mass
of vines, briers and dense undergrowth." Wear said. "It will take
e combined effort of all troop
members to clear the grounds and
make it presentable- for the public
to visit the tomb of one of theworld's greatest scientists and invehtors."
All members of Boy Scout Troop
45 will, report to the home of Scoutmaster Ralph Wear, 208 North Fifth
street. Saturday
afternoon at 2
o'clock.
Scouts are requested to bring
Scout axes smith them to the meeting. The group will then proceed
to the Bowman cemetery on the
Benton highway Where they will
• begin the task of clearing the plot
,,where Stubblefield is buried.
"A later announcement will give
in detail the project that is proposed in memory of Nathan B
'Stubblefield," Scoutmaster Wear
said

REV. GABBA TO
SPEAKS IAYON
MISSIONARY WORK
Rev 0. B Gabbard, Hazard, will
the guest speaker at the morning services at Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, Sunday, Mry 23, at
11:00 o'clock
His subject will be "Missionary
work in the Kentucky Momtatris".
M M Hampton, pastor, invites
the public to attend this service.

The stage was decorated with
roses, Orange
blossoms. hedge,
honeysuckles and artificial grass A
white picket fence was on either
side of the trellis. The year 1948
had been written with roses on a
white sheet which hung from the
trellis.
The program, under the Cirection
of Wanda' James, took place on
Monday afternoon in the Higti
School auditorium.

PROGRAM GIVEN
FOR HARDIN BIBLE
SCHOU MEETING
The program for the one-day vaBible school confe,
:ence to

cation

be held

at

the

Hardin

Baptist

church on May 27 from 10:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. was announced today
by the pastor.
10:00 Music, scripture and prayer,
pastor._
10:10 Purpose and plan for the
conference, Rev. J. C. Astridge.
10:30 Preparation day, Rev. Leslie Gilbert,
10:50 Planning for the Vacation
Bible School. Rev, Wheeler Thompson.
11:10 Making out records and the
valuid,
,
-.Rev. Wheeler Thompson.
11:20 Hand work. why ;save it?
Philosophy of it
Principles and
teaching Value, Rev. T. T. Crabtree.
11:40 Records for state. 1547 and
your record. Rev. Wheeler Thompson.
1:15 Joint worship program, Rev
Wileeler Thompson.
itb"bioeft- 4m2441
ance on Joint
Worship prom:
Rev. Wheeler
Thompson. ,
'2:10 Depstment conferences: Beginner. -Icsetta
Morris; Primary.
Mrs. Rome; Junior, Mrs. Regall
McDaniel; Intermediate. Mrs. Leslie Gilbert.
3:00 Testimonies,
3:25 Evangelism in a vacation
Bible schopL Rev. W. H. Rorie.

ICirksey Woodmen
To Elect Officers
At Saturday Meet
The Woodmen Lodge of Kirksey
will Meet Saturday evening at
7:45 in the Woodmen Hall.
Lawson Sanders, secretary, said
plans for the entire year's work will
be considered.
Officers will be elected and installed.

Reporter Says Jesse 'James
Is Alive And :Well At 100
LAWTON, Okla

May 20 0UP)Dalton said he made a pact with
• The Lawton Constitution claimed his gang not to reveal the true
today that it had found Jesse secret until "all of us are dead or
past the age of 100."
James alive, but 100 years old and
After he "died," Dalton said, he
bedfast with a broken hip.
became a soldier of fortune for
Frank Hall, the paper's city edi- 40 years and fought
in Mexico,
tor, said it had "iron-clad evidence" South America and Africa.
that a man listed on government
He claimed that when almost
pension rolls as J. Frank Dalton 70 he fought in World War I with
actually was the old Missouri ban- the Canadian •Army. He took the
dit.
name Dalton "15 or 20 years" ago.
The Constitution carried a fiveLast year he was admitted to
column story by reporter Lindsey the Texas confederate pension
rolls
Whitten about Dalton-or James- as a veteran of Quantrill's guerrilon its front page yesterday. It la band. His birthdate was listed
quoted Dalton as saying he was as March 8. 1848 The Constitution
a completly reformed man.
listed his age as 100 last Sept. 5.
"Crime doesn't pay," he said. James, according to records, was
"I'm the - perfect example. I live born Sept. 5, 1847.
in remorse because of some of the
James also fought with Quart.
things I did years ago,"
trill's irregulars.
He said the official story that
Lately, Dalton has been living
Bob Ford shot him down in his at Centerville, Tex., with
Lee
home in St. Joseph. ,Mo., in 1882, Howk, who claims to be a grandwas a hoax,
son of a James henchman named
Officials of the newspaper be- Baxter.
Last winter Dalton broke his hip
came convinced of Dalton's identity after checking his story. They and. was admitted to a veterans
said his physical appearance mat- hospital near Austin. Tex. He left
ches James' and that he has scars the hospital a month ago, with
to those born by James Howk's help, to "head up the
sim
ilar said the story about Ford trail" of his outlaw exploits
Dalton
for
killing him was trumped up so he one last time.
He has been living in a tourist
"eituld lose his identity His brother, Frank, and their mother cabin here for a month, confined
identified his "body" but it was in bed by his broken hip.
The newspaper said that except
really the corpse of one Charles
for his hip Dalton was in good conBigelow.
Constitution
story said dition physicially and had the
The
"Jesse sang at his own funeral, mental alertness of a man of 65.
sounding off with his handsome It said he stood about five feet
baritone voice, which even today 11 inches tall "and must have
been a powerful man in his youth.'
is something to feel proud of."

CDt. Julies Pate

Pvt. Earl

V. Grogan

Funeral arrangements were announced today for the burial of
Cpl. James Pate and Pvt. -Earl
Grogan.- twa-ot,Calloway C
ty's World Was4n dead.
Services ,for Pvt. Grogan will
be held at the Popular Springs
Church Saturday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock under the direction of
Rev. Lloyd Wilson and Rev A R.
Harris Burial will be in the Barnett cemetery.
Survivors include his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Grogan of
Murray route 3; a sister Eva Grogan. a brother, Euel Grogan. who
live at home; and a grandfather.
Fate Grogan of Murray.
Pallbearers will be James Nance.
Shirley Nance, J. D. Roberts, Floyd
McKenzie, Howell Thurman, A. B.
Cook, Billy Cook, Ray Thurman.
The body will arrive at Murray
Friday night and will be taken
to the home of the parent&
Services for Cpl. Pate will be

held at the Sinking Springs Baptist Church Saturday afternooh at
4:30 under the direction of Rev;
M. 1sf, Hampton..
Shelton Burial will be in the Sinking Springs cemetery.
Survivors inclUde his mother,
Mrs. Popie Pate ,of Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Irene Hover of Murray route 4, and Mrs Gela Valentine of Murray: a brother, Novis
Pate of Detroit Mich.
Pallbearers will be Paul Lassiter, L. D. Waren. Freddie Parker,
Ralph Redden. J. T. Spann and
Hewlett Cooper, all members of
the Murray American Legion.
Cpl. Pate's body will arrive in
Murray Friday night and will be
taken to the home of his sister,
11th
Mrs. Valentine, on South
Street.
be
will
Non-military services
held for both the war heroes.
The Max Churchill funeral home
is in charge of arrangements

NEW ROLLER RINK
TO OPEN IN
MURRAY TONIGHT

Mrs. Harrell To
Give Voice Recital
At College Tonight

Mrs. Ola Mae Cathey Harrell.
soprano, will be presented in a
will
The Mlurray Roller Rink
voice recital, tonight at 8:15 at tht
open tonight according to E. W. Recital Hill, Fine Arts Building, on
Outland and It. B. Brownsfield, Murray State campus. She will be
accompanied
by
Miss
Virginia
owners. The rink is located in the
Wade.
Outland tobacco factory on Maple
Mrs. Harrell, senior at Murray
street across the railroad. .
State College. is a member of SigIt will be open from 2:30 to 4:30 ma Alpha Iota, women's music
pm. daily and from 7:30 to 10;30 fratern.ty and is a graduate of
Murray High School in the class
each night.
of 1944. She was rated superior at
A new hardwood floor has tren
the High School State Music Feslaid. Music equipment and new
tival. Bowling Green, for two years.
skates wilt be provided.
Free instruction will be given to
beginners and children according
to the management. There is also
plenty of room for spectators who
will be admitted free of charge.
Mr. Brownfield said that order
will be maintained at all times in
line with the management's desire
Miss Liilian Watters will present
to offer coed clean entertainment.
her piano pupils in a recital at the
Woman's Club House Frichy evening May 22 at 7:30.
This is the first of three recitals
to be given by pupils of Miss Watters. '
Everyone is Cordially invited to
attend.

Miss Watters To
Present Pupils
In Recital

IOWA NATIONAL
GUARD CLEARS STRIKE AREA _
•

The Iowa National Gurird used
bayonets today to clear the area
around the Rath Packing Plant at
Waterloo. Ia., where a picket was
killed in rioting last night.
The outbreak of violence came as
CIO United Packinghouse Workers
prepared to vote at-Chicago and
other midwestern meat centers on
whether to end the strike against
the natiOn's big four and independ--ent meat packers.
Meanwhile, John L. Lew!s called
the 200-man %via policy committee of the United Mine Workers into a meeting that may decide
whether the nation faces another
soft coal strike.
Coal--The United Mine Workers'
wage committee may formally accuse soft coal operators of violating their contract, a charge that
often has been the Walkout signal
for Lewis' 440.000 miners. Lewis
contends that the Southern Coal
Operators Association has no right
to sit in union-management nego.
tiations.

Atrfitit E. Colson. son of
Mrs. Tennie Colson. North Sixteenth stieet, is now stat.oned at
Lackland Air Base. San Antonio.
Texas. Pvt. Colson ent red the
Army May 10,

The cast was as follows:
Bible Reading--Don McDougal:
Vocal Solo_Margaret Humphries;
Four Seniors-Joe Blalock, Bettye
Beach, Vester Orr, Sally Lancaster; The Old Gardener-Thomas Ed
Adams; School Song--entire class;
Twit
Children-Tommy
Parker,
Joann St. John; Their Teacher__
Ruby Atkins; Historian-Margaret
Humphries; Aunt Qracie-Grace
Williams;
Trumpet Solo-Jerry
Williams: "Sweet Sixteen"- Mare Lancaster 'and "Over The Rainbow" -Ronald' Churchill, Jr.; Prophecy-Wanda James; Senior President-,Phil Crawford; Will and
Testament--Ruby Atkins; Gittorian
-Vester Orr. Jr ; Epilogue-Saralee'Sammons; "Auld Lang Syne"_
every body
Production Staff: Director. Wanda
James, Assistant Director, Hilda
Todd
Technical Staff: Terry Grant, Vester'carr, Don McHoutralFlowers: Sallie Anne Lancaster.
Saralee Sammons.
Programs: Betty -Reach, Terry
Grant, Don McDougal.
Special Music: Bettye Roberts,
Margaret Humphries.
Seskor'Sponsors: Harry Hendren,
Mrs. Zelna Carter.
Each student had a part in the
program as the prophecy was acted
out_
The class of '48 will have 44 graduates.

Membership Granted By
National Medical Group

Miss Mary Louise Nicely of Benton has been named as a candidate
from Murray
State
College as
queen of the 1948 laurel festival in
southeastern Kentucky. She will
compete against 15 beauties from
other colleges in Kentucky for the
coveted title.
The featival program ly_atins on
the evening of Thursday. May 27.
The coronation pageant will be
held Friday afternoon at Laurel
Cove, Pine Mountain State Park.
Governor
Earle Clements
will
crown the laurel, festival queen.

PRODUCE

Murray High school's starting
lineup for the initial game of the
Regional 'Baseball meet to be held
in the T!ger stadium Friday and
Saturday, was feleased today by
Coach Dub Russell as follows:
Pat "Red" Elkins.'catch; Jimmie
Thpmasson, first base: Carl Shroat,
second base; Gene Cathey, shortstop; Harold
Miller, thiid base;
Chad Stewart, left field. Bill Rowlett, center field; Junior Moser,
right field, Robert Glut Jeffrey,,
pitch.
The Murrayans will face Heath
High who comes to the tournament
with a perfect season of four wins
against no losses. The Pirates,boast
one of_the best pitchers in the loop
in Kenneth Gibson. Blewett and
Carter also have tierformed well
on the mound for the visitors this
season.
The ltfurray-Heath- gaine will
begin at 1:30 o'clock
tomorrow
afternoon.
The Fulton-Readland
battle is scheduled to begin at
about 3;30.
An admission charge of 25 cents
per session Will be made.
Saturday morning at 9:00 o'clock.
Lone Oak will meet the winner of
the Murray-Heath tilt and at 11:00
o'clock Benton will oppose the
Winner of the Reidland-Fulton go.
The championship game will be
played Saturday afternoon at 3:30

Murray Hospital has been accepted for membership in the
American
Hospital
Association,
Carman
Graham, administrator,
announced today. The hospital has
also been recognized by the American Medical Association, he said.
Membership in the lAmerican
Hospital Association automatically
makes Murray Hosretal a member
of the State Hopi-al Association,
which functions as a chapter of the
national group.
Members of the staff and officials of Murray Hospital expressed
great pleasure in having the local
institution recognized as a good
hospital so soon after its organization.,
In order to become a member of
the national organization, a hospital must comply with certain standards which include an organized
medical staff and an organized
adrhinistrative body.
Orfe of the chief purposes of the
American Medical Assokation is
dissemination of hospital knowledge. Member institutions receive .
official hospital journals as well
as numerous manuals and bulletins containing up-toUspital
information,
The Murray Haspital will also
receive a certificate of institutional,
membership which will be framed
and hung in a suitable place.
"Membership in the state and
national organizations will help
us to provide better care for sick
and injured," said Graham.

CHICAGO, May 20 ,UP/-Produce:
Poultry 22 trucks; hens easy,
chicken& steady.Hens 31; hybrid
hens 29.
Cheese: Twins 45 to 45 1-2; single daisies 47 1-2 to 48 1-2; Swiss
65 to 68.
Butter: 590,136 pounds. the market firm 93 score 80. 92 score 79,
90 score 74 1-2 Carlots 90 score
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK
75. 89 score 73
YARDS. Ill, May 20 (JJE):*-(PS
Philadelphia, May 20 UPI-The
Eggs. i Browns and whites mixDA)7Livestock:
Democrats today selected Senate
ed , 27,104 cases, the market firm.
Hogs 7.200; salable 7,000, compar- Minority Leader Alben W. Barkley
extras 70 to 80 per cent a 45 1-2
ed with 8,000 yesterday. Barrows of Kentucky to keynote their nato 46 1-2, extras 60 to 70 per cent
and gilts. 23 to 50c higher than tional convention here in July.
a 43 1-2 to 45
Wednesday's average. Sows, unThe party's executive committee
even, mostly steady to 25c lower; also recommended house Minority
few early 25c higher. Bulk good leader Sam Rayburn of Texas as
and choice 170 to 240 lbs 22.75 permanent chairman. The recomto 23.25; top 23.50, mostly for mendation is tantamount to elecchoice 180 to 215 lbs latter price tion.
Democratic national committeehighest since March 22 last when
24 was paid. 240 to 270 lbs 21.25 man chairman Sen. J. Howard
to 23; 270 to 300 lbs 1975.
to 21.50; McGrath of Rhode Island denied
300
to
450
lbs , 18
to
20, reports that selection of the two
130 to 150 lbs 20 to 22; few 22.25: southernors was appeasment of
100 to 120 lbs 17 to 19.25; good the. southernbloc.
cows 450 lbs down 17.25 to 18: very
Both Barkley and Rayburn are
few 18.25; over 450 ..lbs 16.25 to very liberal men who have sup1725. Stags 12 to 14; few 14 50.
ported in every way the programs
Cattle 2,900; salable 1.400; calves of President Roosevelt and Presi1.400, all salable. Meager supply dent Truman," he said.
of steers and heifers selling ful"This is a recognition due both
ly steady. A few loads and odd of them for long and valiant -serlots good steers around 30.50 to vice to the Democratic party."
32. Cows slow, few sales cteady at
Barkley was a keynoter of the
Memphis, Tenn., May 20 tUPt- Wednesday's low time, but under- 1932 and 1936 conventions and was
A speaker on religious liberty told tone weak. Odd head good cows permanent chairman in 1940 Four
the southern baptist convention around •24.50 to 25; common and years ago, he made the nominatoday that certain religious groups medium beef cows 21 to 24; can- ting speech for President Roosein America "are going to bring all ners and cutters 16.2e•
velt.
possible pressure to bear upon the
•
to
government
support
their
church-owned schools."
Walter Pope Flinn*. president of
William ' ell College, Liberty,
Mo., said that "there are religious
groups who do not agree with the
Baptists in their opposition to the
appropriation of public funds for
LAKE SUCCESS, N. Y., May 20 (UPI-United Nations diplomats
the support of Sectarian institut- gave up all hope today of any forceful United Nations action to-halt the
es."
war in Palestine or turn back the Arab invasion.
Binns' speech preceded preparThe strongest action in prospect was a fresh appeal by the UN Seations for the election Of a succurity Council for a ceaSe-fire by both sides.
cessor to retiring President Dr.
If Arabs or Jews or both defy it, responsible officials agreed. the
Louie D. Newton of Atlanta, Ga.,
Security Council is now so badly split on the Palestine issiie it will be
at the 91st annual meeting.
unable to order any forceful measures for halting the bloodshed

LIVESTOCK

DEMOCRATS NAME
BARKLEY TO HEAD
JULY CONVENTION

Murray High School Wins
Three Track Meet Events
Murray High School athletes took
three ever.ts at the First Regional
track and field meet held at Murray State College stadium yesterday.
Eli Alexander continued to hold
his mastery of the 120-yard high
outrunning Murray
hurdles Cy
Training's Bob Trevathan in 16.5.
Other first places won by the Tigers
was the 440 in 56.3 by Harold Miller an dthe mile relay which the
Murray team clicked off in 3:50.
Tilghman high's track team shattered six records to successfully
defend their championship title
here yesterday.
The Paducah school accumulated
89 1-2 points While copping 11 of 4
far beevents with Murray
hind in second place with 47 1-2
'points. Murray Training, the only
other team to participate. registered
15 points. The Colts failed to win
a first place while the Tigers won
three.
J. M. Parks. Tilghman's star
eager .the past season, scored the
most astonishing feat of the meet
when he high-jumped 5 feet, 112a
inches to clip almost two inches off
previously
held by
the record
Tilghman's Charlie Warner.

high

Thanks
By Carman M. Graham
It is hardly possible or expedient to write a personal letter to each
donor to Murray Hospital on Hospital Day, May 12. I am. therefore,
taking this means of expressing the thanks of the hospital board as well
as those of myself for all the effort put forth to make the day a success.
We are very, grateful for the many gifts received. They were all
useful and will materiallrreduce the expenditure of hospital funds
which otherWhie would have necessarily been used for such items.
We also wish to thank the women's organizations of the county
which- sponsored the shower. A special expression of appreciation goes
to Miss Marelle Johnson, chairman, and the respective members of her
committees. The good work of the program committee was recognized
by everyone present Commendations to the Murray High School band,
Mrs. Glindel Reaves, and the College String Ensemble, are appropriate
and sincerely expressed.
May we say again to everyone lending aid to the success of the day
and the much needed gifts to the hosPital- thanks.

BAPTIST OPPOSES
PUBLIC AID TO
CHURCH SCHOOLS

International Situation in Brief
UN Gives Up Hope of Stopping War

THREE BREWERS U. S. Closes Border To Russians
PLAYERS NAMED TO
ALL-STAR SQUAD

FRANKFURT, May 20 UP -The United States has closed tlie border between the American and Russian zones of Germany even to official Soviet missions, it was learned today.
Under an order issued by Maj,. Gen. George P. Hays, deputy U. S.
military governor for Germany. all Russians henceforth must enter the
Three members of Brewers high American zone through a U. S. check-point at Helmstedt, in the British
school championship net team were
zone.
among the first five players selected by Western KentutIty Coach
•
Ed Diddle to perform on his Kentucky All-Star squad against the
TEL AVIV, May 20 i UP)-Jewish forces defending Jerusalem are
Indiana All-Stars June 18 at Indianapolis.
under continuing,fierce attack by Arab Legionnaires and have lost some
Brewers players named were ground in the city, official reports to this capital of Israel indicated today.
Jim Owens, Coy Creason. and Van
Jewish sources said guns of the Trans-Jordan Legion shelled the
Mathis. Other selections announced
Hadassah hospital and the Hebrew University on Mount Scopus-in the
by Diddle were Jim Jewell of
northern suburbs of the Holy City, all night.
Clark Count No. Winchester, and
Arabs were pressing a fierce attack from the north into the city
Don Miller of Carr Creek.
Five additional performers are to itself .the reports indicated, and bitter fighting in the old walled city
was damaging and.destroying the most sacred shrines of Christendom.
be named later Diddle said.

Jews Lose Ground In Jerusalem
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Riverside, Cal. (UPt-The lure
of Spanish doubloons is strong
here and 1.000 residents are convinced that a map belonging to
'James Forbes IV shows where
some really are.
They are so convinced that they
have bought shares of stuck to
finance the fourth trip of a treasure hunting expedition that will
lead to a small island off the Costa
Rican coast. Discoveries made during the last visit, in March of 1947,
have them feeling confident that
---
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Buzzer Wakes Up Congressmen For Meetings
But Some Sleep Through Lengthy Debates
HARMON

NICHOL!,

W.

phone speaker. There are two of

start Correopendent .'em on the house floor and he
skates from one to the other as he
W ASHI N G TpN. Mah- 20.UP Idi-r-luekv
. both-of '- the nukes-

I. ailed Press

Contress has a system tot' not. lash have long cords because this time
Jhhn almost landed o• the laps of
teeing to its own yackety.-yak....
piped his ..chilleagues on the front row,
- A -homer-hell -system
He gave the .professors of the
through the capitol bUilding and
both house. office buildings wakes country the business. He said he
everybody-. up with a loud b-z-z-z had hacha. lot of fan mail from the
or a r-r-l-n-g a few minutes before profs.
•
"'They all sound like Reds,"
,meetin' nine
they're so
-John.
''If
whooped
It no quorum is needed .at the
moment, few house members pay smart. why don't they take up
any attention. the devil take the la
"
'
There was aelot more pro and
hindmost in the roll call
But if a quorum is called for, the ec
'
n
A fat congressman in a blue
_fat and the skinny of the congress
go paddle-footing it out of corn- summer suit. sitting in the back
nutu.e ropms and corridors to ansel of the hall on the Republican side.
wer -present.- .Then they skeedad- could be heard snoring-clear lip
die back to where they were in flthe press.galle
!
--ir" .•.
Come vote time.- and a page
the first place
nudge.
gentle
for
balance
yesterday:: The °Y gave ..,Itnin a
The • fit man voted just like
house Aas called to rder at
bewitching hour of 10 a.m to con- evermhody knew he would.

Chemical Dyes Used as Tracers
New Weapon in Fight on Cancer

Library Collection
Shows How Poets
-PHILADELPHIA 'UP' -Chemi- - traced :hrough the uody.
Do Their Work
dyestuffs. similar to the ones 1 Previously. it had been observed .

cal
used in coloring Easter eggs and that dyes would surround but not j BUFFALO, N. Y.
mottextiles. may prove eventually to penetrate, Malignant tissues. Alta;
ley collection of. worn scraps or
be a powerful weapon in the war- .numerous experiments, Dr. Lewis
and her associates found that aJ. paper is bringing ipternationtil
fare against cancer.
Doctors On the Cancer commis- , dyfes..catalOt Jed in the oiler index" fame to the University of Buffalo.
The armarent odds and ends,
oc,n of the University of Pennsyl- as nile blue sulfate, is asorbed
yenta are studying the use of cer- directly into the canceraut' tissues. numbering 3.000, are the actual
untie the debate on the Mundtworking sheets used by moder,
nyes. - as therapeutic agents -------- ----: - Itistlis-)ioiedNoon- bilL otheh sould lasso 1 r
poets in composing their works
aimed directly at the possible
Communists.
The discovery leaves the way The
manuscripts include tattered
destruction of cancerous tissues. open
The buzzer buzzed about 97,47,
to load the nile blae com- notebooks,
says
that
in
I
commission
flaps of Osed envelopes
The
The boys carne Illannning into ill
pounds
with
a.
variety
of
other
and even the backs of gas and
animal experiments, selected dyegallery shothorg 'here" and ras
therapeutic
substances.
which,
may
electric bills,
• retarded certan
stuffs
out agihn
, WASHINGTON , UP , -The gov- mahgnant growths. but actually possibly help destroy the malig-,i,
Without meaning to give any- •
I nant growths. Experiments eta- , .Thc unique collection constantthe
ly expanding, has acquired a reputhing away. maybe. Cone Herman ernment has opened the sixth an- caused a marked shrinkage of
ducted
by commission
duelists,
P Etserhartcr of Pennsylvania ex.' nual forest fire prevention com- malignant tissues
• showed that tumors, when stained! tation among scholars since its
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Now, after a year's dramatic
training. Agar is making his movie
debut opposite his wife in Argosy
Pictures' "Fort Apache." The stetdio thinks he'll have a big edge
isver.other male stars with movie
fans as he did with Shirley.
Agar is six feet two inches tall.
He weighs a solid 185 pounds,' His
hair is brown and wavy, his eyes
are blue, and his chin juts ot
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this trip will be successful.
Forbes
discovered
the
map
among some papers belonging to
hes great-grandfather, a sea captain who befriended an aged sailor
in South America and wassaven a
treasure map in return.
The great-grandfather married a
short time later and never did
look for doubloons, Spanish dollars, bars of silver and pouches of
jewels supposedly buried on the
island. Neither did. several other
descendants.

Spanish Treasure
Again Is Sought
c:Xf.C.asta Rica
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A majority responded with what
hadn't been requested-handwritten copies of familiar poems But
17 sent just what was wanted.
The letter appeal was continued
and the response was good. Such
poets as Edna St. Vincent Millay.
Christopher Morel'. John Peale
Bishop, Genevieve Taggard, Louise
Bogen, George Santayaaa. Robert
Hillyer, Marianne Moore, John
Gould Fletcher and . others contributed striking exarnides of their
works in the making.
Casteibatiess Gaits
AU contributions were gifts. The
university paid for none. As Librarian Abbot points out, if it did
there was no yardstick for measuring the value of such treasures.
The collection covers the complete making of a poem, its first
draft and subsequent drafts, revisions by word and line, deletions and additions. Included are
.i50 files of* poetry magazines, anthologies, biographies of poets,
memoirs of non-poets if they contain
relevant material, critical
studies of individuals and movements and books of theory. '-"Some poets are represented by
only one poem, some by hundreds." Abbott said. "There are
great and famous names on many,
and unknowns on others. But who
can tell how a future generation
will distribute its 'greats' and its
'obscurVg***.*

Description Fits
Forbes was enchanted by the
idea, however, and is eagerly waiting to make his fourth attempt.
The island descriptions corresponded exactly with the map on his
last visit, even though the spot
where the treasure was supposed
to be buried was in the middle of
the bay. An electric mine detector
failed telocate anything at all on
the island. ''
It was by chance that Forbes
carried the detector from land
back to the sloop anchored in the
bay. As they passed over the terminal indicated by the correct latitude and longitude readings from
the old
description, the detector
leaped to life and the bell clanged
over water many fathoms deep, he
said.
- TtlitestIgetrons indieated -the—fios-sibility that an earthquake had
deposited the treasure-laden section ot the island into the bay.

firmly,

•

He Pays the Rills
The young pair and their infant
daughter, Linda Susan. live in
Shirley's former playhouse next
door to her parents' home. Agar
pays all the household bills.
In "Fort Apache" Agar plays a
West Point subaltern who romancommanding
officer's
ces
his
daughter-played by Mrs. Agar.
Agar realizes he's handicapped
by being unknown while his wife
is one of the world's most famous
stars. But he's determined to make
a career on his own and he says
his wife is a real help to him.,
Shirley interested him in acting
and coached him in fireside dramatics. But he was signed for the
"Fort Apache" part weeks before
she was thought of,
"It wasn't hard to convince me -I
ought.. to try acting," he said. '.1
realized that it could be very
leasant working in the same profession as my wife."

FUR STORAGE

'HOLLYWOOD
FILM SHOP

Minimum charge $2.50

Bring your furs or
Hollywood' (UPI-It's turning
out that when Shirley Temple fell
CALL 5903
in hive with handsome John Agar,
Repairing
anti Remodeling
she- was only about three years
ahead of the rest of the girls.
done now at Summer
She's going to have to share him
Rates
now with swooning bobby-sixers
liLiarallIci'd
all over the country. Her husband
has turned into a matinee idol.
Agar was jest a lucky Army Air
Corps sergeant when he wooed and
Exclusive Furriers
won Miss Temple. America's favor103 South Fifth Street
ite baby star. David 0. Selnick
PADUCAH, KY.
figured that if Shirley liked him,
other girls might. and signed him
to an acting,contract,
1111111111131111111111111MM111•11111MIIINE=1
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Washington Senators Are Running For
Bases Instead of Office, And Winning

1948
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BY CARL LUNDQUIST
United Press Sports Writer
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NEW YORK, May 20. (UP)—
'In an election year When most
senators are running for office
the Washington Senators are running for bases and making it pay
off in victories.
It paid off yesterday with a
46. three run raLly that featured two
double steals and gave 'Walt Masterson a 4 to 1 triumph over the
White Sox at Chicago.
The Senators who with 15 stolen
bases for the season now lead
every club in the majors in that
oft:-overlooked departinenr. simply "shoplifting" the 'game. Chicago, with Joe Haynes pitching
steady ball, led 1 to 0 until the
,seventh when Ed Stewart and
Mickey Vernon singled and both
went,tiown on a double steal. Jake
Early walked and Early Wynn delivered -a pinch hit single to score
the "theives." Marino Pieretti went
in as a pinch-runner for Wynn
and with Early on the scoring end,
they worked a double steal to complete the three run rally. Masterson, who scajtered seven hits. scored his third victory and his second
over the White Sox who dropped their seventh straight game at
home. They have yet to win there.
pitching like
'he great lefty he was in previous
•oampaigns, held the Red Sox to
,four hits and struck out six in
a 4 to 1 triumph in Detroit. Newhouser, keeping them low in the
pinches, forced the Red Sox to
hit into six double plays, four
6( which he started himself.
The game was a fine, duel with
Ellis Kinder' until Vic Wertz broke
It up with A three-run homer in
the nineth. Kinder had given up
only two hits until the nineth,
one a homer by Pat Mullin. before he yielded two singles and
the home run ball to Wertz.
The Yankees ended a three game
losing streak
by
beating the
Browns. 8 to 4. at St Louis on a
four run seventh inning rally in
which Yogi Berra's base-clearing
double was the big bloW. Ed Lopat,
though touched for 12 hits, survived ,shakily for his second victory.
Bobby Feller won his fifth of
the season for Cleveland over the
Athletics, 6 to I. in a night game.
Feller almost had a perfect game.
He gave up only one scratch single
and one walk until the nineth
when etc Suder's single'andEddie
uJoost's subsequent double spoiled
(wthe shutout.
Pitching with nearly perfect
control, Larry Jaosen, sophomore
ace of the Giants 'cored his fourth
victory at New York, blanking the
%Reds. 5 to 0, on seven scattered
hits. He struck out five and walked only one. Homers by Whitey
Lockman and Bill Rigney gave
hien all the belp he rweded

.Newhouser,

Does Stomach
Gas and Bloat
Make You Feel
Miserable?
If .o, beire le how you May get blessed
relief in freeing your stomach from
this nervous Metres. It works this way:
tverytline food enters the stomach a
ettal gastric juice must flow normally to
break-up certain food particles, else the
food may ferment dour food. stip' Indigestion and gas fuquently cause I morbid, touchy, fretful. peevish, nervous
coodItiott. loss of appetite, Underweight,
restless sleep. weakness.
To get real relief you must increase
the flow of this vital gastriejulc• Medical authorities. In Indepeddent laboratory tests on human stomachs, have by
positive proof shown that 888 Tonic Is
amazingly effective In increasing this
flow when it is too little or scanty due
to a non-organic stomach disturbance.
This is due to the 888 Tonic formula
which contains special and potent actl.
voting ingredients
Also, 888 Tonic helps build-up nonorganic, weak, watery blood in nutritional anemla--eo with • good flow or
this gastric digestive juice, plus rich redblood you should eat better,sleep betted,
feel better, work better, play ffhtter.
Avoid punishing yourself with °viedoses of soda and other alkallsers to
counteract gas and bloating when what
you so dearly need Is 888 Tonic to help
you digest food for body strength and
repair Don't wait, Join the host or
nappy people 888 Tonic has helped,
Milliorts of bottles sold Get•bottle of
888 Tonic from your drug store today.
838 Tonic helps Build Sturdy Health,

Stan Musials five hits in five
official trigs led the Cardinals'
18-blow attack as they whipped
the Dodgers, 14 to 7. under the
lights of Ebbets Field. Brooklyn
used five pitchers in the three and
a half - hour marathon.
The Pirates slipped from third
to fifth place in„.the National leas
gue standings when they lost to
the Braves, 4 to 1. Vern Bickford
pitched for Boston and allowed
only five hits as he scored the
first major league victory of his
career.
A four-hit rally with none out
in the nineth gave Philadelphia- a
2 to 1 decision over the Cubs. The
Phillies were trailing 1 to 0 at
the start of the inning.
Johnny Blatnik tripled and scored when Del Ennis, the next man
up, doubled. Then cam, Eddie Miller, who singled. Next was Howie
Schultz. He also singled, bringing
Ennis home with the run that
broke up the ball game.
YESTERDAY'S STAR — Stan
Musial. of the Cardinals, who got
a triple, a double, three singles
and a walk in six times up.

Adirondack Hermit
Likes Otuer World
Now He's Seen- It
BINGHAMTON. N. Y. (UP)—
Things certainly have' changed in
the life of Noah John Rondeau, the
hermit.
For 30 years, he lived his chosen
life as -mayor" of his one-man
town of Cold River, 39 miles deep
into the Adirondack
mountain
wilds. Now he's an honorary Boy
Scout and is amated at the number of friends he has.
The 84-year-old
hermit still
makes his home at Cold River. But
if such is possible, Rondeau has
turned into a gregarious hermit.
He speaks at meetings. appears at
sportsmen's shows and now and
again visits the city homes of
hunters and fishermen whom he
has come to like.
They have to tramp 18 miles
along narrow Adirondack trails
from the nearest road to reach
Rondeau's home. Within the last
year or so. he's returning the compliment, such as a week - end
visit to a friend here recently.
Invited To Come Out
The small man, with silverrimmed glasses, leathery face and a
bushy uncombed beard, dates his
"public life" from Jan. 10, 1947.
That was the day a state conservation department plane dropped a
note asking Rondeau to "come out"
from Cold_ River for an appearance
at the' New York sportsmen's Show.
The hermit traced out "yes" in
the deep snow around his cabin,
then spent the next 48 hours ruing
his hasty acceptance.
His regret stemmed from 1917,
when game protectors tried to fine
him $9 for a forest fire whicn
started near his cabin.
had
nothing to do with it," Rondeau
says. But back in those days. he
remarks, "the conservation department figured that any man living
in the woods, trapped and dressed
in rags, must be breaking laws."
Then the day he was to leave, a
heavy snow fell. and Rondeau relaxed. He wouldn't have time to
keep the engagement. However,
the conservation department sent
in a helicopter to "rescue" him.
Has Good Time
"Up there I couldn't understand
why they were making such a
fuss." Rondeau recalls. But when
he reached New York, he found a
replica of his cabin had been built
and "they even had me scheduled
for a national broadcast."
Rondeau hastily
revised
his
opinion of the conservation department.
"They were wonderful to me." he
sav "The ones that I had been
thinking of were the old crowd.
They're all dead now."
The Boy Scouts at Rouses Point
gave. Rondeau the emblem he
proudly sports in his lapel.
told them some things about the
syoods. I never was a Boy Scout,
but I think I know as much about
the woods as some of the Scout-

••I

leaders."
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Have your treasured furs cleaned, eased. repaired and stored
Save one dollar on cleaning aline in storage, which means
insurance against fire, theft, and moth damage.
Also winter woolens, suits, costa, blankets, rugs, chair covers,
drapes. ete.
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FRENCH-RETAIN STRATEGIC
AREA IN AFRICAN DESERT
By . Robert D. Graff
United Press Staff Correspondent
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by AMELIA REYNOLDS LONG —
use I. i.MAO. Nom. or....66.

Katherine ("Peter") Piper, room, evidently glad to have somewho relates this mystery story, thing to do.
The rest of us stood waiting in
is invited to be a bridesmaid at
the wedding of Lavinia Dumont silence for either him or Messyto Henri Dupres. On arriving at Lena to return with a report.
Live Oaks. the Dumont ancestral Somehow, no one seemed to have
home in Louisiana, she learns any, more questions to ask, or anyfrom "Bobby" Brennan. another thing to talk about. Only Gaston
bridesmaid, that Lavinia is mar- Dupres appeared to be at ease.
Finally. Messy-Lena came into
rying Henri for money, though
she looks down on him and his the room.
"Miss Lavinny's suitcase is gone,
father, Gaston, as social inferiors. Lavinia's cousin. Amedee Mustuh Amedee." she announced.
Dumont. is Henri's half-brother, "along wit some of her clothes and
but seems to hate him and is op- her brush and comb and sech-like.
posed to Lavinia's marrying him. And ah found dis layba' on her
In New Orleans, a few days be- dressin' table."
She held up a railroad timefore the wedding. Lavinia encounters a former fiance, Dudley table.
Keith, who's now on his honeymoon with Patsy MeCrais. La- "THEN she did go away!" Henri
vinia invites them to Live Oaks.
A
in relief, only to add
then proceeds to make Patsy with his next breath. "But how?
jealous by brazenly playing up to She couldn't have walked six miles
Dudley. Tibe evening before the to the station carrying a heavy
wedding day, Amedee takes La- suitcase."
Gaston threw out a suggestion.
vinia aside for a private conversation, following which she sum- "I thought I heard the motor of a
mons Henri for a talk. Later. car last night around one o'clock."
With one accord, we all trooped
when Peter has retired to her
room, she hears muffled sobbing out to the old coach house-which
on the gallery outside and, look- had been converted into a makeing out, sees Henri kneeling be- shift garage. But the cars were all
Amedee's. Dudley's and
side the railing, with his head in there
his arms. The next morning, La- Gaston's.
Amedee stood surveying them
vinia is missing. Henri wildly
accuses Dudley of haying killed for the space of about four seconds.
her because she wouldn't run off Then he turned without a word.
with him, then adds that it was and started back toward the house.
Bobby caught hold of my arm as
on account of Dudley that she
broke her engagement the night we walked along at the rear of the
little procession.
before.
"Peter." she whispered. "do you
know what this makes me think
CHAPTER X
of? That old legend of The MistleI's outburst was the toe -Bough. where the bride disapfirst any of us had heard of peared on her wedding eve, and her
the broken engagement, al- —her skeleton was found years
later in an old chest! You don't
though I had suspected some- suppose
-thIng of the ,sort when I diS- "No. I don't," I cut her short.
coVered Henri alone out on the "The Mistletoe bride didn't disapupper gallery the night before. pear with a packed suitcase."
But I wasn't so phlegmatic about
"Aren't you getting a little mud- it as I tried to sound. I was thinkdled. Dupres?" Dudley asked, look- ing of an experience of my own
ing at him with an expression half about a year before, when a woman
pitying, half contemptuous."If La- had not been in her room when we
vinia had broken off her 'engage- went to call her in the morning.
ment to you on my account, there'd When we found her a few hours
have been no reason for me to kill later ...
her." e
rHe turned to the rest of us. "But
at the house, Amedee sumI'm
not
of
you.
straight,
all
get this
"
.moned Messy-Lena again.
in love with Lavinia Dumont: and
"Which of Miss Lavinia's Shoes
what's more. I realize now that I are missing?" he asked.
"The slipnever was. The only woman I care pers she was wearing last
evening.
about is my wife. I'm sorry if La- or a heavier pair?"
vinia found out at the last minute
The negress answered at once.
that she couldn't go through with "De slippers AS up dere,
but her
her marriage talittielarritfire here, brown walkin' shoes is
gone. And
but it's not my fault."
so's de little tan suit she generly
He sounded sincere enough but. wears with 'em."
even as this thought flitted across
Amedee addressed
my mind, another one elbowed it "It's impossible. as the rest of us.
Henri said. that
aside.
Lavinia could
walked the six
"Wait a minute!" I exclaimed. miles to Grandhave
Pre station carry"Just because Lavinia's not in the ing a suitcase.
But
there's
a shorter
house, we've all been taking it for way through
the swamp, that cuts
granted that something must have off at least
happened to her. But that doesn't have tried two miles. She might
that."
follow at all. How do we know that
Henri exclaimed. "Not at night!
she didn't go away of her own free She'd never
have found her way;
will"
and if she'd got off the path—"
"That's exactly what I'm afraid
"R. UT why?" Henri asked -dully. of," Amedee
said grimly. Then, to
1-0 "Why should she want to run Messy-Lena. "Tell Joseph
to call
away?"
some of the boys from the cane
"I don't like asking you anything fields. We're going to search
the
that you don't want to answer." I swamp."
told him, feeling like a heel."but-She started to obey, then paused
well, what reason did she give for in the
doorway.
breaking your engagement? The
"What's we to do about de
explanation of her disappearahce din' guests?" she inquired. wed"Dey's
may he in that."
liable to start combs' any time."
Henri let his gaze drop to the
"Tell them Miss Lavinia's been
carpet, and a dull red crept into his taken suddenly ill. and that there'll
cheeks.
be no wedding." he instructed.
"She wouldn't give any reason," "You'd better try to reach as many
he mumbled. "She lust said she as you can by telephone before
wouldn't marry me."
they start."
"Just the same," I went on. "I
"It seems to me." Gaston
believe that, whatever her reason drawled. as Messy-Lena departed.
was, it would explain her going "you had that explanation pretty
away."
pat. Amedee."
"If sh did go away.- Amedee
Amedee w heeled upon him
amende4. He turned to Joseph. fiercely. "You go to the devil!" he
who sw.s hovering uncertainly in ground out, with venom.
the background." Tell Messy-Lena
to go up to Miss Lavinia's room.
(To be continued)
and see whether any of her things (The characters in this serial are
are missing."
Actitious)
Copyright. MI, by Phoente Press
The old negro quickly left the
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sia with Frneh Equatorial Africa.
It
territory ports along the West African coast such as Dakar, Accra
and Lagos.
It niake a continuous war-time
supply line possible. Any oil that
might be found beneath the sand
would be an added prize.

PARIS (UPI—Seventeen French
soldiers are holding on to a piece
of land in the Sahara no bigger
than the state of Texas. It has
great strategic value in war-time
and perhaps hidden oil reserves
worth millions below the shifting
sands.
The area is known as the FezSeized in 1942
An. It doesn't show on most maps In' 1942, Gen. Jacques Philippe
as such, but it is a huge stomach- Leclerc's second armored division
shaped territory in southern Libya marched to the Mediteranian from
extending up in a narrow corridor 'Lake Tchad. En route he occupied
to the sea between Tripoli and the ithe Fezzan. The French have never
eastern boarder of Tunisia.
moved out.

Use Our Com-enient
Lay Away Plan ..
No Extra Charge!

It's a tact that you'll find plenty of gewiline bargains throughout the
store ... money savers for the entire family. We are able to keep prices
low by buying in large quantities and selling strictly for cash. Make
your selections today an0 save!
Reaular 52 98 Broadcloth

H

WOMEN'S BLOUSES

• Complete
• Selection of
Peter Pan and $
• Genuine PillICIMOS •
•Cardigan Styles
Milans and
•'Short Sleeves
• Fine Quality
• Pedalins
•Broadcloth
. fan man Feiss on thew values.

98_

•

Well amide of fine quality, high
broadcloth. Peter Pan
Cellar stile hoe black ribbon
tie. eyelet broadeleth 'eke, ruffle trim, short sleeves and
lens down the back. Cardigan
neckline style has Mark rIbbon
tle. eyelet trim. Fastens with
cameo oln. flullinI
Sown is. back.
While only In shies
St to SS.

RACK

Famous 1,rasil• . . . first quality al,
o6lan 16.60. 45 and II gaurr. SW,
f•.hlonod silk tiny seems. (5.1,. o'
popi6tor Poker. .
. son hay,. dc c,
aim. brown Outdo. •r sun sheik 5,,, I. Ws.

$ 35

Men, you'll get quality, comfort
and style in these air cooled
%treas. New smart stiles made
of the best quality straws. Be
smart make our store your first
stop and buy your new summer
straw today: Complete selection
of styles in genuine Panamas.
Milan,' and pedalins. Economically priced for your greater
savings. Good quality sweat
bands . . . rice trim.

r

•Rondeau, by the way, is one of
three persons around here ever
known to have killed a black bear
with a bow and arrow. His is a
homemade set, at that

$1.65 NYLON HOSE

STRAW HATS
$198 $198
to j

More than one-fifth of the farm
High Button Shoes income
in the United States is
provided by dairy farming, the
Coming Back?
World Book Encyclopedia reports.
ST LOUIS UPr—Shoe designers in this footwear manufacturing center are out to put the ladies
back into spats and buttoned shoes
by fall.
The' St. Lobis Shoe Manufacturers Association says it is turning
back the fashion pages to fine
beading, high button spats, scalloped pinking and jeweled net ornaments for the new fall lines of
women's footwear.
The stylists won't go all the way
back though. Just enough to keep
in step
with
present feminine
fashions.
For instance, the new spat shoes
won't be much like the ones grandma wore when she stepped out.
They're scheduled to be light-and
airy in appearante. One style, in
particular, will have cutwork all
around the quarter.
And about buttons. 1)0121. SO
digging in the- attic trunk :where.
Aunt Mamie put away the Old but-.
tonhook. The pearl buttons on next
fall's shoes will be mostly for decorative purposes, although they
still might be a handy gadget to
latch-a-shoestring onto in an emergency.
The heels will be covered with a
pearl-finished celluloid to match
the buttons.

fdttf OILS' ttlflir

DRESS, SPORT SHIRTS
• Vial Fitting
• Fine Quality
• canIorized
• Vat Dyed
• Our Low Price

5.21•

AND THERE YOU ARE

13aDalai

MEN'S LOAFERS OXFORDS

•

Car need Swing wp
. . or wont le trade
S In on • later social? we'll gladly help
with e friendly cash,
'teen, Siniply and our
hew much you need
. . and phone se
tern* in.

UP.TO
.

$ 98

Take yo.da choice of either sport or deem styles
price! These are popular Mark 'resin
at this I.
and TO% n Topic brands. Well made to give comfortable. neat fit . .. and they're sanforized for
permanent fit. Choice of solid whiter, fancy patterns or mesh weaves. Vet dyed fast fedora.
Sport shirts have either long or short sleeves.
Dress shirt sizes 14 to 17. Sport shirt sizm,
small, medium and large.

BEST FIX OR TRADE
A LIMPING CAR
BEFORE IT FOLDS

4lr

Diplomatic sources close to the! headquarters has made a formal
French foreign ministery say Fran- protest with the Allied Treaty
ce intends to stay there, even Commission dealing with disposal
should the rest of Libla be i•e- of Italian colonies.
However, diplomatic sources said
turned to Italy by agreement
the United States and Great Britamong the victorious allies.
There are many sighk -pointing ain, presumably. for' stradrigic reathat way. Algerian airmail stamp sons. are known to favor French
showing a plane flying over a map possession of the Fezzan.
of the Fezzan.
That means, those sources said,
The French also have sealed the that despite any shouting and fuss,
Fezzan off from the' rest of Libya France probably would wind up in
by erecting road blocks on the possession of the, territory it grabroads south of Tripoli which force bed during th —v-var.
traffic through Tunisia. French
French eyes' are .less on the last
military government in Tunisia war than on the possibility of the
currently is responsible for feeding next war and such bases as Chaits 17 men and for controlling the dames and Anat would provide
tribes in the wind-swept. Fezzan,
excellent airfields for transport
Arabs Aroused
planes and heavy bombers.
Naturally the Arab nationalist
movements in North Africa are
CLMIIIMMO
trail OUT
'
acm—They
excited. At Cairo, Arab League set the bumusean

20 MONTHS TO
REPAY

MEN'S SLACKS
$595

square print, 1,4.4.1..1.0h,
pique annui shotguns dress.* In
led •11,1e•
. • earn. alth
rallar., i.orne without •hort or
rap al...era. Floral naltarrt• In
eve mcli. sod aqua on light
no

Good quality rayon sharkskin slacks
iweither pleated or plain front styles.

IlteMtati,
LOAN CORPORATION

DiS
sEs298STS
$1.98 -

• !slice (inality
• Well Tnilorr,1
• Ves4 Fitting
• Pleated or
• Plain Fronts

neat fit
Zipper fly. Just

Nicely tailored to give you
and smart looklt

Alle right weight for cool, comfortable
wear on hot summer days. Choose
yours in blue or tan. Sizes 28 to 12.
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Women's Page

Club News

First Baptist Lydian'
Class Meets At
Pete Lie Spring

Penny Homemakers
Meet At Home Of
Mrs. Willie Jetton

Weddings

• LOCALS
Miss Linda Sue
Ctinner Is Married To Mrs. Lucile Grogan Jones is
Charles Butterworth visiting friends in Oklahoma City.

Okla.
Mr and Mrs. Walter H. Conner.
• •
The Lydian Class(,..the . First _ Mrs. Jim Payne. Penny HomeMrs. Annie Wear is the gllesi of
Baptist ehuich met at theshurch makers food leader presented the Star Route. Mayfield. announce the
lesson on "Cottage Cheese... to the marriage of their daughter, Linda
Monday evening and drove tiiitetse
her daughter. Mrs. Martin Wiser.
members meeting at the home of
Charles D. Butterworth, son and Mr. Wiser. Louisville.
Lite Spring for their rnsaathly meet- Miss Willie Jenon on Mon. after--1 Sue.
• to
• •
ing
of Mr and Mrs. Cloys Butterworth.
noon:
Fred Workman and family have
Mrs. Noble Farris of group six
She demonstrated the steps in of Lynn Grove.
served as hostess for the meeting. making cottage cheese and had
The double-ring ceremony was moved to their recently purchased
Immidiately after dinner. V.'d
prepared as many as five differ- read at the home of Bro J. B. home on Sycamore Street. having
served a shcfrt business meeting ent dishes using cottage cheese Hardemart. on Thursday evening. sold their home place on Fourth
was conduct
by the president, which were very tasty. These food* May sixth, before a sman group of and Olive to the Murray Methodist
Church, Which will be occupied by
Mrs. W. C. Elkins. Mrs. Myrtle' were served as refreshments with friends and relatives.
Wall gave tho devotional.
Bell.
For her wedding the bride chose the pastor. Rev.•George
the hostess serving cold drinks.
•
There were forty-nine members
The devotional was given by. a dress of aqua crepe. with which
Miss Mattie Wear is improving at
and guests present as follows: Mes- Mrs. Everett Norsworthy,
she wore white accessories, and a
her home. North Fifth ,street, after
gardenias.
and
roses
dames Pat Hackett, Cleburn Adred
of
corsage
Topics of discussion during the
ams, T. C. Collie:. Sam Adams, J business session included serving
The Maid a honor. Miss. Jean- a few days illness.
Lt. Solon G. Hale and fannly are
D. Wall. Jimmie Collie. G. B. Jones for Red Cross and Cancer Con- ette Townsend, wore a dress of
• Mesdames Wilburn Farris. Hailey
floral print witn a corsage visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs,
trol. A motion was made and sec- light
Vernon It Ie. Olive street. Lt Hale
Carter. Hunter Love. Van Barnett.
pink carnations-.
olcd to _give a donation to the lat- of
William Furches, Lubie McDaniel.
4trtrhxy Crouch served as best is stationed at the Pensacola Floris,
ter
4 da • Naval Air Base. Lt. and Mrs.
Lastrine Doran. Pat Rowland. Purman.
Miss Rowland talked about the jars._
Hirte•.have two',Chitelken- Di3ne ;old
dom Qujl.j
mitt.rworth
Everett Ward .Outs
z
tsaticrtea
revue
land. Grogan Roberts. Thomas dress
of Sedalia High School in_the class David.
3,
June
afternoon
••
Banks. Burgess Parker, Som Boyd held Thursday
of 1948. The groom gra4slated from
School. also Mrs.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts was
School,, at)eeley. Cody Lee Caldwell, Becky in Murray High
Lynn Grove Hig
Ragsdale made some interesting tended Murray 5tte College. and on the UDC program yestm.day ikt
Quertermous. Rufus Atkins.
Mead ones Cary Boggess. Noble remarks.
is now a stu nt at the University the home of Mrs. W. P. Williams
Mrs. Jack Norsworthy president, of Kent
Farris. Laverne On. Hillard 11. -gv. The couple will in Paris.
era. Helen Brandon. Myrtle Wall. read letters of thanks from the make. eir •home in Lexington.
•••
J. U. Converse. Bx-adburn Hale. R. Murray Hospital and the Red *
L. Ward. L D Miller. Nute Out- Cross.
The recreational period was con.tstian
land, Pate -Perdue. Eugene Tarry
Jr...Curtis. Phipps. Edd Settle. Enid ducted. by Mrs Larry Retherford.
The • members answered the roll
Sanders. Keith Morris. Maynard
Ragsdale, Baster Bilbrey. H. L. call by giing the name of a floas advertised in VOGUE
Oakley. Tom Moore Williams. W. wer which blooms in May
and SEVENTEEN
of the Fire
The Woman's
C Elkins, Modell Talent.
The club was honored with
Misses Lorene Swann and Lau- seven visitors: Mrs. Mapard Rag-. Christian Church me -yesterday at
lunrifle Tarry
sdale, Mrs. Harry Jones. Mrs. Jim- the church for a coxered'dish
-•
mie Jones. Miss Wanda Crouse. cheon.
Following the luncheon a butia„
Mrs Shergoon. Mrs Toy Jones and
was held, during
ness meeting
Miss Jessie
Mrs Ida Ross
which the following officers were
The next meeting will be with
serve during the cornMrs Jack Norman:thy on Monday elected to
ing year:
afternaon June 21.
Miss Ruth Ashmore. chairman;
Mrs. • L. M. Overbey. first vice
Mrs. Mary E
Williams (-I 106
Chairman:' - Mrs. Edd Diuguid. Jr:
North Nir.th street is announcing
f second Vice chairman: Mrs. Guthrie
the engagement and- .,pproaching
Churehilk.' recording seeretary. Mrs.
marriage of her daughter. Jessie
R -H, Robbins corresponding .secFrances, to Mr. Hultert Mattingly.
getary: and Mrs: Rudy-Allbfitten.
son of Mr Elmer Mattingly of Sac,
Ths• Woman's Missionary Soctiety Sr., treasurer
ramento.
of Memorial Baptist Church met at - Guest speaker for the atternoon
The wedding will take place June
the church Ttfesday afternoon at . 2 was Rev. Howard Baxtor, pastor
12 at the First Baptist Chtfrch.
o'clock for the monthly missionary of the. First Christian Church. May, field. He and his family were
program.
After prayer a short business sea- also guests for the luncheon.
2\
4P
• •
sion was conducted by Mrs. H. B.
Rev. Howard Baxter. pastor of
Taylor, presiderit.
°N.'
A Royal Service program. topic. the First Christian Church. MayLaborers Together, was directed by field, and family were.in the city
the program chairman. Mrs'. J. W. Tuesday to attend the assembly of
THE-VI-RE
-nine present. the Woman's Council in ttr_• social
Sheltan. There were.
.
.VARSITY
rooms of the First Christian Church
'Cass T.mberlane.- 1 Hr. 58 Min.,.
where Rev. Baxter was guest
speaker
Feature Starts: 1:16:3:51-1:25-9-01.
'54r• Ar.c1:. Carter May '22

Locals

Activities

JO WILLIAMS Editor — PHONE 374-M

Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Fort and Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Glidewell sot nt the
afternoon last Sunday at Fiat Don-.
elson.
1
••
Troy Glidewell, Sr., Miami, Fla.,
visited his, son Troy Glidewell and
Mrs. Glidewell recently.
••
Mr. and Mrs. George Lyles were
in Benton Sunday.
•.
Charlie Hatcher, former resident
of Murray is visiting here.
••
Odell Colsoh was in
over the weekend.

Benton

Woman Finds Many
Uses for Dry Suds

Mrs. W. B. Weaver of Pulaski
May 20, Thursday—Recital, Ola May
Cathey Harrell, soprano; William county enthusiastically reported to
Home Agent Louise Craig how she
Sloan, piano, recital hall.
used dry suds, a house-cleaning
Sunday. May 23
aid. She learned about it in her
Men's Glee Club, C. R. MeGaurn, ho
eft-Club.
director, assisted by Elsie Kiskinen,
"My rat aexperience using soap
soprano—Recital Hall. Iltr -p.m.
in this way was in the smoke.Mrs. Cleve_C.alhoun gave an inhouse," she said. "With brine and
Tuesday, May 25
spirint devotional and the meeting
Tommy Walker. clarinet; Audrey stains to deal with, I knew it
was closed with a prayer by Miss Sager, piano. Senior Recitvi—Re--- would be a real test. I whipped
'•
cital Hall, 8:15 p.m. •
up a quart of soap jelly plus to
Alice Waters.
tablespoons of ammonia and with
The hostesses. served eightful
Thursday, May 27
its use my smokehouse was clean
refreshments to the 20 members, C. R. MeGavern, piainoagfacu'ty
in half the time it usually took.
Recital—Recital Hall, 8:15 pm.
present.
"The next day,I put the dry suds
• •
to work on the .linoleum floors
Monday May 31
,
College Band, R. W. Farrell, di- of my large livingroom, kitchen
rector. Outdoor Concert—Fine Arts and back poreli. I had the job
completed and a coat of wax on
Building. 4:00 p.m.
Thursday. May 20
the floerts in the time I could have
Sunday=Monday. May 30-31
The Home Department of Murray
finished only half the floor the
Art Exhitgt of work hy re stu- old way.
Woman's Club
will meet at 3
dents--Art Department.
o'clock at the Club House.

W.S.C.S. Circle II
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. D. L. Divelbiss

*lb

Social Calendar

Saturday. May 72
Miss Lillian Watters will present
her piano pupils in a renal at the
Woitian's Club House at 7.30 p.m.

Homemakers Clubs
Schedule

FOR
Ethyl,
s Free
Oil w
get 5
15c I
Co, 2
Ky.

FOR S
inside
morn(
Mode:
374-M
•--ATH

•

rown

and

Whites

•

:.
*IS13
c

If not
Ask an
fungici

Frances
Williams Engaged To
Hubert Mattingly

eept

leache
CONTS
Hart D

Memorial Baptist
.
Missionary Society
,M•
Meets Tuesday .

4A
"1,
m•m:

Munsingwear
for ladies
PANTIES in all styles.

1TEs.

T 1.)itg•N

•

BRAS for the smallest or
largest bust.
GIRDLES — Tissue weight
or heavier.

.st

Happy Borthday

SLIPS—Non-run, non-sag,
new long length.

in WHITE
SMOOTH LUTHER

WEEK
END

GOWNS—Pretty and SO
comfortable to wear.

$8.5°

1-he
T (
Ph.,
Mg!

1‘.

as seen in
VOGUE ond

$5.95

HARPER S BAZAAR

••
Ls••••••••

Choose sandals, pumps or step-ins
of soft wfnie suede, kid or calfskin .
with or without platforms for
immedeate wire; and f.ght
through Summer They're
so dainty and dressy!

SPRING COATS
Light as feathers! Comfy as cushions!
Your newsy strops, sabots, specs in
Connie' fomovs•for•wear leathers!

SWANSDOWN, JAUNTY JUNIOR

Till
Rea
Bloc
Call
site!
Ken

VESTS—Cotton or rayon

everything that's new in

kirt:e.;Cel;!

All up to the minute by such names as

FOR
washi
auton
unit
nett
!slum

SEWIls
Also 1
chines
tors, I
able.
In Ma
BUM c
pert
Singe
make:
&tins
Us ads

Thursday. May 20—Advisory CounThe Alpha Department of the
cil of Homemakers Club at 1:30
Woman's Club will preseia Cissy
p.m. in assemcny room it ExtenCircle II of the WSCS of the Gregg. home consultant for the
sion Service Office
First Methodist Church met at 2:30 Courier-Journal, as guest rpeaker
Friday. May
21--New
Concord
yesterday afternoon in the lovely at .the club house at 2:30 p.m.
The
Club at 1:30 p.m. in school' buildnew home of Mrs. D. L. Divelbiss.
ing with- 1.
1115SCS Erin -and Ruthires. J. Han was-was Corti)**
Montgomery as hostesses.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley presided over.
TualdbiY, May 25
the business meeting and also gave
The Alice Waters Circle of the
the program entitled "Women.In at 7:30 with Mrs. G. C. Asheraft. • The latest in gadgetry for fish'
Mrs. Tolley The meeting was postponed from ermen is a battery-equipped bob'
Paths of Service".
stressed the importance of attend- the .regular meeting date, May 18.
ber that lights up when a fish
ing prayer meeting.
First Methodist Church will meet bites.

Church
Wornans Council
Meetst Church
etiu t.,t1

$5.95

College
Calendar

in
CI

and others

19

Half Price

19

SPRING SUITS

19
You can wear' em the rest of this spring,

flattie
anklets
in White

•

and early fall

40% Off

•••

19

.19

19

19

BLOUSES
Formerly $4.95, now . . .

•

Formerly $5.95, now

AA-- •

• Munsingwear
for men and boys

$2.95
,$3.96

CLOSE OUT ON BABY CLOTHIS
BRAZIERES, Odd Sizes, NOW

Shorts, Undershirts, Pajamas, Tee Shirts, Socks.

HALF PRICE
$1.00

.
,
Murray Fashion Shop
NO REFUNDS-

Mrs. Ethel Key

NO EXCHAN.aES •

Have you had any Munsingwear lalely?

NO ALTERATIQ,N.S

How will you have yours .
open 0; closed? Smooth
leather or suede? Choose now..they've lust orrsved all
the new wh,tes in your famous, favorite Jacqueline Ps,

$6.95

BLACK and WHITE
$7.95

15

19

IS

They're beautiful, they fit,
they last, they're so reasonable in price
They're OURS Exclusively t

JEFFREYS

Littleton'S

Miss Effie Watson

04

•

•
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the job
wax on
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COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION FOR SALE-D*. 2 beds with green island.
those circles it's considered cute to' it comes out husky."'
-Any type for any purpose. See springs and mattress, dining table
ANSWER In PREVIci
Each runway is 8,500 feet long
PI 1.1:4
belt a guy in the belly, or send a
People kept pushing in and out
our line before you make a pur- and chairs, dresser, pressure cook500 feet wide-the envy of
stiff right hand -whistling tq the! of the little,room but everybody
chase. Special discount on home er and several other items--Frocie every Anierican airport, but just an I
PS
kidneys. Everybody laughs. They I stopped when Oma asked:
I..
scans.
29-Land measure
FOR SALE - Thor wringer type freezers-Barnett & Kerley. Phone
C
ALe
Downs, 107 S. 15th St.
30-Foundations
lp annoyance to cattle searching for
are tough kids; they know. it, and .
washing machines, $134.95. Thor
I "How do you think you'll do this
1-To listen to
31-Pertinent
IMFRPiREE
M 28c
135.
pasture.
there is a suspicion that they time agaiest
5-To clean
32 -Floods
automagic, $199.50, dish washer
5A
0
S Suits. poilteneas
34-Girl's name
glory in it.
The gym was 'Like a big barn
unit. for AuLornagic, $69.50-13a1- FOR SALE-3-piece wood lawn furis Hot working
Falling Anart
SE
35-Helpers
34-Hebrew letter
now. The fighters had quit ferathe
5 Tal E D
nett & Kerley, next to Bank of niture. Price $10.00. Telephone I
Back
in
the
crowded
Near the sea ,is the building 13
littie
cubicle
4attc
anc,s̀
37- Start
L42115"
Trleai
Murray.
which serves him as a dressing day and the crowd had drifted out.
h128c 841 -J.
39-Woolly
where the atom bombs were as- 15- .r1""
1 .41
M20p
h bolls
43-Kind of cheese
ASalASIZI
DESTROY TERMITES. Free in- sembled. Typhoons have
31
"This time." said the Rock, "I'm
room. the Rock stripped down and
ripped
'
44 -Instructor
=PIE213145
SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS - SPECIAL-'Calvanized tubs atircil spection. All work guaranteed. open its sides. Artillery ammuni- 19-Puts in 'sleet
46-Man's name
strutted around in his muscles. out to ;let him as quick as I can."
N
again
17Lighted
With that they followed the noise
'References
prices.
Also some new Singer sewing ma- stands-Economy HardwareStore. Reasonable
Jack Healy. a night club guy who
tion is stored inside. The ammu- 21 --Part at ' to Ise"
48- Bursts
LEO,
aa..
22-New
49- NuMbera
is one of Graziano's managers, out to the street.'
chines for immediate delivery. Mo- Phone 575.
7" Male furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0. nition cases are rotting.
r-41101111ag
iT
22-Quarrel
copy
00-To
M24p
Box 471, Mayfield, Ky.
walked by and the Rock fainted a
tors, buttonholers and parts avail29- Wile of Odyposua
II-Dueling sword
farther
A
little
two
on
pits
are
punch. Healy leaped back- and
able. Write Singer Sawing Center FOR SALE-Coal cook stove, linolWE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY where atomic bombs once rested.
DOWN
everybody snickered.
In Mayfield, Ky. Then you can be etim rug, kitchen'table and chairs.
.
5Ji,a
8
9
0
1-To
mate sound
plate Now they are partly filled with
HAM, steaks, chops Wad
Sure of famous Singer service. Ex- -Newton Buchanan, College Farm
Wm muss
Then the door opened and in
.
2-To revise
11120p lunches. All kinds of sandwiches water. A frog, disturbed by the!
pert singer repairs and genuine Road.
trooped Lee Onia, a food heavy3
-Egyptian
first visitor in weeks, leaps into
Rudy's Restaurant.
dancing girl
Singer parts. We repair other
weight who finds himself handicaata..
the water and sticks his head out
Electrolux with
SALE-A
4-To go over again
makes, too! Reasonable charges.
ped by"
.-the bright lights. Sweat
5-8potle
attachments. Price $65. Phone HEATING and SHEET METAL protestingly.
all
6-Native metal
Estimates furnished in your home
dripped off his forehead ard Oma
Cotham, Maple
7-Miutteja
2684, Benton. Will debver_to Mur- WORK -Freed
An occasional plane lands atwipedattiMeelF With aagriirrarui advance.
a
- -.„hat
8-Hat ornament
PiliThc
St. Phone MI.
„"I
ray.
------ ---fl..
9-Deertike animal
strip at the other end of the grid.
As he stripped. Graziano -potted a
-10-Garment
FOR SALE
wide pieca of rubber wrapped tight
Martins Pl‘ium FOR SALE-Living room suite, LET JOHNSON APPLIANCE CO. There is no airport radio, so the
11-Labels
1, 7- 25
7'
,,,
Z7 :$
16-Shade tree
Ethyl, 27 1-2 cents, all tax paid. practically new. Innerspring mat- service your Matag with genuine Plane before landing buzzes the
around °ma's waist, desaned to
.
20-Night.. before
A
• Free one quart Marco Penn Motor tress and springs-Nuel Kemp, 211 Maytag parts. Will pick up and field to alert a crash crew.
sweat the suet off his belly.
23-Cosy homes
.
23-Took a seat
Stretching away from the air
'What'd ya do, swipe year wife's
Ju7c
/./
Oil with each drain. Buy 4 qts, N. 5th. Phone 1075-J.
24-Paid athlete
11120p deliver.
•
v
strips are paved roads marked
girdle'- the Ruck asked_
25-Szposure to air
get 5 qts. Popular brand cigarettes,
.. 26-Cigar size Itar p
Yi
Everybody laughted again and
Ave."
15c with purchase-Martin Oil FOR SALE-Registered OIC sow SERVICES OFFERED-Middle age "Broadway" and "Eighth
27-God
of
Rocks
39
28-Greek letter
Oma replied, in a husky voice:
Co., Ituel and Main Sts.,- Murray, arid seven pigs four weeks old- lady would like to do light house- Each is nine miles long. Each is
The Demists elevens Ce.
30-En5lish saint
., i •ci
"I gotta be in shape this time." '
142
„lege W. R. Junes. phone 535.
SO 141
• M22c keeping work and take care of polka-: dotted with thousands of
r ft;
33-Parts of
Manor* s Outsvartrang Ar rittc tat Loral,
child-Mrs. McQueary. Telephone African snails, descendants of The
stairways
Mamilactory -Es Gib 1
e d 1910
Oma fights a negro comer named
34-Delaware Indian
540 So. Brook S - Loutsvd6,.2.1Cy.
Matte snails which the Japanese brought
R SALE- One practically new FOR SALE- Bedroom suite with 212.
Martyry iSnowi Flakes at the Gar'36-Moccasin
37-Death
notice
den on Friday night. Flake,'• beat
inside door, complete with hinges. springs. Good condition. Two
4,
38-To InClIe
7
SERVICES OFFERED-Lady %would here to eat.
eil
him the last time out.
morticed in lock and 'door knobs. vanity lamps-Mrs. Bob McCuis39-Stringed
TheY menace the only commerde
housekeeping
light
work.
teaitiaisisat
al agar taraier ariu
Ls.
Modern --hardware.
-eh
- atike to.fool
51
Telephone -ton, 803 Olive, phone-441-W.- ht22c Phone 1033-J or see at 425 South cial undertaking on the island-a
40- Above
around for this ene." said Oma.
41-To drink
374-M.
M21 PIANOS-New Starr Spinet with Eighth Street.
M20p farm intended to furnish fresh
42-Scottish
Gaelic
Maar at I ..IS ...aft •••••le.
who hopes for a heavyweight title
vegetables to American service
46-To immerse
THURSDAY NIGHT
fight. "I was out of shape last
ATHLETES FOOT GERM bench $199. Used pianos $135 and
personnel on „Guam and Saipan. A
up, guaranteed: Free delivery any
time
and
I
almost
had
him. He
at 8:00 O'clock
KILL IT* FOR 35(.
half-dozen Navy men tend for the
..
where-Harry Edwards. 1308 South
punches reaad early,. that Flakes.
IN ONE HOUR,
rusting Tinian port, and about 200
Fifth Street, Paducah. Ky. Phdne
but
he
runs
down quick. This time
[
. If not pleased, your money back.
M246 FOR RENT-Furnished bedroom. Army men have been destroying
I'll nail hjm."
- Ask any druggist for this STRONG 4431.
the itaggering piles of aerial
110
N.
PARIS, TEN N.
12th.
1%20p
436.
Phone
Say,"
fungicide, TE-OL. Made with 90 per
Graz fa n e interrupted.
bombs which were abandoned
cept alcohol. it PENETRATES. PIECE GOODS at Jeffreys
What ever happened to your
By
OSCAR
F'RALEY
ended.
the
Printed
that
when
war
RENT-2
Now
unfurnished
a-room
Sponsored by V.F.W
Reaches and kills MORE germs ON more beautiful than ever.
voice?"
"Jeez. it's good to be bark."
United Press Sports Writer
CONTACT' Today at Holland- silks. bembergs, solid taffetas, or- partment, upstairs. 910 Sycamore. work has stopped to SfiVe the
"I got hit on the edam's apple,"
The
middleweight
champion
was
Advance
Seat Sale at
Hart Drug Co.
h120c bombs for China.
gandies, bridal satin-crepe. li122c Phone 872-W after 4 p.m.
NEN YORK, May 20 CLIP1-1 just in from the quiet of the coun- Oma rasped. "They say there's
--- Fry
----- - Drug
Co.
e4••••$ FOR RENT-4-room
NaUves to Return.
Stillman's Gymnasium . is a ram- try. There he had tried to'ready nothing wrong with my throat butt
house with
Some 16,003 urinetal eivaens scisa:kle Luilding whose soul cen- himself for- his June 9 title defense
bath .near college.
Available
5.
June 1. Call 9841,1-1.
11121e survived on Tinian when the U.S. ters about two stained. woln box- aaaatit Tony Zale at Newark's
Marines captured the island in a ing real
. In it, you'll find the Ruppert stadium. Hi's muscles had
FOR -RENT-5-room house, modern nine-day campaign in July. 1944, mothest collection this side at Sing- hardened but in the unfamiliar
THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY will sell 3 Commercial
throughout-Nuel Kemp, 211 N. at the cost of 290 American lives. apore.
quiet the Rock wasn't at peace. The
Recreational Sites located on Turkey Creek, Big Bear Creek and
5th. Phone 1075-J.
M20p When the war closed. the United
Taroughout the afternoon it is kid from the East side had to dome
Blood River Ernbayments of Kentucky Lake in Trigg. Marshall and
States sent the Tinian residents borring's busiest bedlam. And a home to the blissful noises of the
Calloway Counties. Kentucky: also 27 beautiful Home and Farm
back to their original homes- cigaret haze cloaks the nghters. big city.
sites located along the Access Road between U. S. Highway 68 arid
e a.
Japan. Okinawe, Iwo Jima and from champion- to undertain pre"It was too quiet up there for
Kentucky Dam in Marshall County, Kentucky.
Korea. Now a civilian population liminary
rayon .
"Besides, I
boy. as they
shuffle me," he grinned.
HELP WANTED -Two boys of high would be welcomed.
through their shadow boxing. labor couldn't get any sparring partners
•st or
school or college for work SatThe island of 36 square miles is , at calisthenics and belabor each to'come up to the country...
Murray, Kentucky
urday nights and Sunday nights- loaded with hangers, barracks. abat et* with simplateci fury.
Greziara• whirled around the
110 North Third Street
Telephone 101
1
Triangle
Inn.
See
Barney other ground installations that I In the midst of' this, a happy madhouse of maul greeting his
• weight
ONE
BAG
MWeks. 20c would serve as 'housing if main- 1 Rocky Graziano wound aandages friends.
or
a
•
TRUCK
LOAD
Their welcomes were
tamed
on his fists and muttered'
typical of their background. In a
MAN WANTED far Relate's/al busiema•m=1/0410.•
ness in S Graves Coeptv where
in-sa i,
NANCY
.. Eggs-actly
consumers received gisid service.
Commercial Sites will be shown by appointment by calling
By Ernie Buahmiller
T. C. McCarley. TVA Office. Gatlin Bldg.. Murray. Kentucky,
Hustler can expect good profits
Mir
Representatives
878_
Phone
TVA
will be at the junction of U. S.
froth start. Write at once Rawd SO
OH, NANCY --- BRING
Highway 68 and the access road all day June 7 for the purpose of
HOW DO YOU WANT
leigh's. Dept. KYE-1090-207A. FreeBOILED, FRIED
Sr.
showing the Access Road Sites.
ME THE EGGS FROM
pert, Ills. Or _see M.. Heroes, R.R 3.
YOUR EGGS
OR POACHED ?
Mina .y. Ky
M13,20,27p
THE REFRIGERATOR
TODAY,
For further information apply to:

For Sale

sI

PUZZLE

CROSWDand

Services Offered
-

I
1

[3141§1M

I

vIE

Not everybody in
Calloway county subgscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

FOR

LEGS, ARMS! Mew

I

WRESTLING-

For Rent

City Auditorium

Today's Sports Parade

OR

'AUCTION SALE

ar

FERTILIZER

THIS WEEK SHIPMENT
5-10-5
2-12-6 - 3-9-6

Wanted

ROSS FEED COMPANY

JUNE 8, 1948- 11:00 A. M., C.S.T.
Community Bldg., Kentucky Dam,
Gilbertsville, Ky.

NANCY?

J. W. NEWMAN or L. M. PARRISH
LAND BRANCH, TVA, 202 POST OFFICE

BLDG.
IN NEED OF A WASHING MACHINE? See your Thor dealer,
Barnett & Kerley. newt to Bank
of Murray.
M24e

SHEFFIELD, ALABAMA - PHONE 2170

•

JUST A REMINDER

Atom Bomb Base
In Pacific Goes
Back to Nature

To let you know we have some of the nicest cars
in Western Kentucky. We try to pick nice, clean
cars to sell with a guarantee. We move them fast.
Come down to our lot and see some nice cars.

caes

CASH, TRADE or TERMS

TINIAN, Marianas Islands f UP'
-The airfield that hurled the atom
bomb against Japan lies deserted
today. Wild cattle roam across the
great landing strips.
Nobody cares. There is nobody
to care.
This base, with probably the
world's greatest array of runways.
has been abandoned.
Run'ivay "Abel" is the one that
the atom bombers used. But there
are six others, all paved with white
coral that makes them glare under
the Pacific sun. Laid out parallel,
they form great grids across the

1946 FORD Super Deluxe, 2-door. Radio, heater
and a lot of other extras. A real clean car
that's 0. K. mechanically.
1946 PLYMOUTH Deluxe 2-door. Radio, heater.
Clean inside and out. Has Kentucky license.
A real little car.

.1

1942 PLYMOUTH Coupe.
motor.

Clean and has

good

1941 CHEVROLET Special, Black, 2-door. New inside and out. See this one.
1941 FORD Club Coupe. Radio and heater, clean.
Really a beauty.
1940 FORD 2-door Deluxe. Clean inside and out.
Radio and heater. City driven.
1940 CHEVROLET 4-door. Radio, and clean.
1939 FORD 2-door Deluxe.
A real good car.

tar
boys

1939 CHEVROLET 2-door.
motor, clean inside.

Good mechanically.
Radio,

heater,

good

CARD OF TILICklE*
The family of Mrs. F. D. Crass
wishes to thank friends, neighbors
and relatives fur the EllaitlY acts Of
kindness and sympathy during her
1 recent illness and death.
We wish' to express appreciation
especially to 'those who participati ed.ip the 'funeral service.

1932

R-Model FORD._ A
transportation.

Munsiog.

1

. rag mica Bids car. Good

'Assortment,of Sinks, Soap
Trays, Towel Bars,
Faucets

Like 'Esti
We also want to BUY Clean Cars

clusively

Fitts& Chandler

Electric Heaters, Radios,
Irossa,'43ath Tubs.

See These Cats'Today and You'll

they -fsli
so Mies
Ice

ABBIE an' SLATS

Easy-Mark Charlie

r

yc,, NEEDN'T KEEP
SHES STILL
YOu+Z ARM AROUND HER, TREMBLING
CHARLIE. SHE'S QUITE
WITH FEAR,
SAFE FROM THAT
I'LL BET.
"MONSTER" NOW.

By

--THE ROAD IS ALL TORN
UP FOR A MILE BEFORE YOU
GET 10 MY PLACE. THE ONLY
WAY--IS TO WALK.

Raeburn Van Burer

IF YOU DO, I'LL BE
HERE IT
MN; IT'S DARK::: RIGHT THERE 10
-BUT DON'T
CATCH YOU, LITTLE
WORRY ABOUT
LADY. NOBODY BUT
ME. I MAY NOT A RAT WOULD
FAINT AGAINWANT YOU
TO WALK
ON THE WAY
THEN
HOME.
HOME,
THAT5
WHAT
ALONE.
I AM:::

•

1936 CHEVROLET. Radio and heater. Real clean
inside and out.

, PalaSocks.

Sao..6,49404 oisi.
011-411!•110. •••••••40 ,20

By JAMES E. ROPER
United Press Staff correspondent

4

UM=
LI'L ABNER

Pass the Salary, Please

HERE YOLI ARE,
Al4 WON'T
MADA ME.•.r-SALOrlEY'S TOUCH ONE
FIRST WEEKS PAY
CRISPY,CRUNCHY
-IN ADVANCE .v."
--CRACKLY
FIVE.,CRISPY,CRUNON CENT OF IT
CRACKLY, THOUSAND- FATEIACKff- IT'S

DOLLAR BILLS .".°
TAKE IT Pr

SALOMMV'S
HONEY
IT T' ME

f.

VERY WELL-IF
YOU INSIST.r."'
HERE N101.)
ARE,MISS
SALOMEY.r.r

Al Capp
Sc

5M)HER!

4

SHE'S EATING
NE MONEY!?

,4001.

A

MIND YORE OW1041
BLISINESS,FATBACK PI-SALOMEY
WOWLDN'T MAKE
A BIG YOWL
ABOUT IT, EF YO'
ET YORE ‘.../EE.K'S
PAY.r.r

ut commaN

SO,
A
KIN ELY POLITENESS. EF
SHET
YO'I:"EtASE,
FATBACK"
YORE
TRAP
WHILE SHE
EATS
HERS"?
'

t

Sit\ • •

All types Pipe and Fittings.
-411

Billington-Jones
Motor Company

YS

Also Electrical Appliances and
Electrical Work.
WORK GUARAaiTRID

-44

Incorporated
211

Main St.

Phone

REASONABLE

170

Murray,

Ky.

41,

Phone 629 - 1112 W. Poplar

14, S

o

• 4.4._
C••• -••••
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-Grove
Jesse Key of near Crossland is a'
, hospital patient. •
Mrs. _Oury Key visited he sisela
ter. Mrs. Zelner Orr, at thE MurThrimiui' and the writer, ray hyspiaal.
.
• Ity Mrs. sara iiiiiheriiUfl
Charges Hugh Humphrey of Dewas a member of .
Mrs Ple.iin
troll, Harvey Ellis. Justus.' Ellis of
be., in the
•
Bob Erwin. wh.
the Disciple Cltu,r.h. 'Symi-.,•thyl to Thompkinsville. Ky all war vetsick list several months. ;is abletse
. .erans, and former neighboss of Orall whose hetiri-s are soreJiy touerr
sit up part of the timie.
dest Erwin. attended his funeral
Mr, and Mrs. Jim Ncs.port of ed by her sudden' going.
Saturday afternoon.
-ever
crowds
larst
Memphis were recent ye-11,4:s 'in
the
of,
One
Mr and Mrs. Homer Turner of
the home of Mr. and Mrs, Charles i.t Ple:asal,t Grove assembled there
Paris were recent visitors in the
Irving and other zelalivee:
• -lest Saturdee afternoon'in memory
Holmes Ellis _arrived Salurday of Oldest Erwep. oile of 'trio Pleas- Jim Erwin home.
Justus Ellis and son John and
night for a few days visit with his ant Grove_-schurch bos•s who gave
mother Mrs. Leslie Ellis: Mr. lin•i his lift • for ii:5 country- Christmas •drngliter Mary Faith were weekend
whom
Mrs Stark Erwin. Frankie and Day. 1944. Mei
' Rails Dailey *and visitors with relatives among
,
Mary Leslie. and Mr. and Mrs. Her- Si Miller were funeral directors. are Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Doran, Mr.
man Ellis. After elderch Stada,y. 'PA' bode arrived home from over- and Mrs. Glyn Doran. Murray. and
also Mr. and Mrs. Gingies Bart.es sea's Fi„y .evening. at Hazel and Mrs. Ermine Hayes, Mr and Mrs.
and ,Ruby Jane were all dinner Was taken to the home or his „pa- Ellis Hayes and •on Sunday • were
guests cif Mr. and Mrs. Lucie rents Mi....and Mrs. Ernmet_ywin dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Boyd and Nancy at which time
Gupton and Mrs. Frony Jones.
Saitirday afternoon. Funeral serthey had a family reunitn. All
Cell Phillips. a broth?r-in-law, vices vi.ere held. at South Pleasant
of the relatives previously menMrs Dewey Grogan and Mrs. Ar- Grove and were conducted by his
tioned being present, also Mr. and
CeBros.
pastor.
former
and
Wedpastor
last
called
were
Lassiter
thur
Erwin and Zandra. Bet,
Mrs. Jam.
nesday to the bedside of fheir sis- cil Page and Childress. Scripture
ty Ellis and Mrs. Sara Smotherman.
dethe
Psalm,
121
was
reading
was
who
ter Mrs. Toy Phillips
Afternoon • callers were Mrs. Ross
taken with a paralytic stroke, dy- ceased's 'favorl'.e chapler, pan of
Paschall. Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Paswhich is: "I will lift up trine eyes
ing in about eight hours. -0all and Janet. Anne and Tommy.
Mrs. 'Phillips With ner family tunto the hills. from whence cometh
Mr Ellis returned to his7Fime at
formerly lived in this 'community. me help, nay 'help cometh from the
made
heas,In .hnd Thompkimville Sunday aft.Cnoon.
esp., tard
AU er pert ,If the
h''
lies, from here attended Mrs. Lera e
at the
Scarbrough Phillips funeral
•
Church of Christ. Murray, Friday: gayert-he name of his companion's
Messrs. Charles and Hillman Coles, parents. brother and six sisters:
Tom and James Nesbit. Quitman also the pallbearers' and honorary
and Elite Paschall. Charles Nesbit. pallbearers. ail ex-service men.
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Barnhill
Among. the many who called at
Autry • McReyonlds; Purn Nance,
Vuaz and 'daughter. also Kenneth's mothis -Prot-halt - Herman -Lassiter. the-Erwin Juane_ were
Eugene Smotiferman„ Mrs. Melvin Ray, Mrs • David Cox. Paducah. er Mrs. Barnhill. spent Sunday with
Morton arid Lube and Hester Hugh Mr. and Mrs Lafayette Outland. Mr. and Mrs. Novil Pendergrass
.2, 1 Mr- F.:ishi Willi re.si Elm
4•1•11•1•
Brow::. Mrs. Minnie S,7-1L •r 77! 271.
— and family.

South Pleasant Grove

ColldwLte7

take is divided
front or where they go after the!signed in 1944 the
States and
United
the
between
'
.
season
breeding
Canada. This country gets 80 and
Government Profits
nada 20 per cent.
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife .Ca
Although the herd was carefully
Se-inace__and Coast, _Guard protect
wateli - during the war. slaughthe herd from poachers because it'
tering operations stopped for the
income
of
By JACK EVANS
source
is , a lucrative
duration,
United Press Stan Correspondent for the government.
Natives along the west coast
uWP--Tho
Wash.
NEAH BAY.
The last of the seals arrive at
Alaska still have the right to
and
potential
a
sands of fur seals, each
the Pribilofs in June, Then mating
the seals for food. But they
kill
the
off
woman's coat, are cavorting
-begins and continues until the last
must use only primitive spears, no
west coast en . route to breeding of July.
firearms They cannot use power
grounds on the Pribilof Islands in
It is during those two months boats nor can their small craft be
the Bering Sea. •.
the Fish and Wildlife Service su- towed to the fishing grounds.
The seals start their annual mi- pervises selection and slaughter of
----- off
waters
gration from the warm
thousands of the mammals. The United States history have begun
the southern California coast to actual work is done by natives. in April, says the World Book EnArctic seas in March.
The skins are cured and carcasses cyclopedia. Of the seven major
From then until all arrive at the ion through a by-product plant on United States military conflicts
Pribilof Archipelago in June, seals St. George Island, one of the five started in April. The excepblacken the water from lower Pribilof group. The residue is sold tions are the War of •181'; and
California to- the Bering Sea and as meal fur animals.
World War II,
westward half way to Japan.
Edward C. Johnstone. general
The herd is first spotted off the manager of the Fish and Wildlife
lower California coast, but gov- Service, estimated there are beernment officials never have been tween 2.000,000 and 3.000.000 seals
able to deter,mine where they come in the herd this year. He said the
Moles 3 QUARTS
Put. ihrtecrmtlk
government will get about 55.000
or slimmed
keep on going endlessly but as- skins which will net the treasury
SwELT MILK
sumed that by then he had im- between $2,000.000 and $3.000,000.
Canada Gets Share
parted the idea.
The skins are sent to the Fouke
"It's only part-time stuff with
Mo.,
me," he began the sentence trail- Fur Company. St. Louis,
/
/
.contract with
ed off while inspirattqatititlre-.114- which has e formal
•
the government to prepare them •
lightning bolt.
into
"Listen to this," he said. awed: for maiitet. Most of them go
Dried Skimmed Milk
''Coming Soon! Jenny * Lamour, women's fur coats. Johnstone said.
Under terms of a new treaty
Better Waith Than Never.

Pacific Fur Seals
On Annual Trek
To Bering Sea

Millions Hear Broadcasts
From Sunday School Classroom

VARSITYr

TRACT
ENE

t,e(A
••
s(l
C‘t

::
‘5%1

Notional
Dynamite!

Screen Pt.,
DONALD OGDEN
STEP/MIT
Adapt/du:Pm In
DONALD OGDOI
•SitIMO and

soro• uric%
HE PPCIRIPE 01 T*,E MONTH I THE LOSE 510415 Of TIN MONTH, ONE
I THE IPEST LOVE STOEPES IP4 YEAR'S I*
-Co••••••••lareop Moppora•••

ATLANTA, GA.-The Sunday morning broadcasts of lour denominetions originating in the Sunday school classroom here are
heard by millions over a petwork of 66 stations. The room has been
converted inty a well-equipped broadcasting studio. Fifteen minutes
after the broadcast, members of the Four Square class of Druid Hills
Baptist church begin to arrive.
The-.hoer cies.; far the.. Baptist, Episcopal, Presbyterian and
Methodist programs. The Metbodist Hour, directed by Dr. James W.
Setts and pi...In.-eft by VirardrAilanis Jr. (1. to r., inset), has played
an important part in that denomination's four-year Crusade for Christ
which currently is emphasizing church school enrollment and attendance.

CLOVERLEAF

-

Mrs. Allen Page is improving.
- -Mrs. Margaret -Riley-was -a-Saturday morning caller of Mr. and
Mrs. A. L Bazzell.
Mr. and Mrs Robert L. Bazzell
and son. spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs Rev!il Haneline
Mrs. Will Sledd remains ill.
Mrs. Esther Smith was a Saturday night caller in ihe harne of
Mrs. Ethel Stone and Mrs. }lassie
Cloys and Harvey and Ben Smith.
Attie .4nd Carlene Lamb were
Saturday night and Sunday' visitors of Mrs. Algie Tidwell.
Mff. Eff:e Kingins IS on the sick
list..
Mrs. Effie Garland was a guest of
Mr and.Mrs.,.A L. Bazzell Friday
,afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs Jennings Turner
and Edwin spent Sundae- afternoon cilling on the sick: Mrs. Effie
John J BenKingins. Mrs Will Sledd nd,Mrs.
PROMOTING WORLD TRADE-Deputy Mayor
Williams
Elaine
Allen Page. They were also Sunfrom
scroll
a
accepts
City
nett of New York
day evening callers of Mr. and Mrs.
World Trade Week
3f New York proclaiming May 16-22 as
A. L. Bazzell
Midshipmit
Miss Williams was named Miss World Trade
_ Mr.:and Mrs. Alien Garland have
York State Maritime Academy. future officers
New
the
from
gone to Detroit.
ceremony.
of our Merchant Martne, assisted in the
Mr. and Mrs. Oat Wilson have
returned to Detroit. Mr. Wilson's
son Tel eccompanied them home.
Mrs Margaret Riley visited Mrs.
. Effie /Origins Monday afternoon.
Lowell Adams and Newell HopTiotrott-_are spendi.....;_a few
New York UPI-Tracked down mour' and was a hit all over the
days. with home folks
• Mr., and Mrs. Wayman, Grear to a little office on 42nd Street. continent Now I've got to think
and family spent Sunday.v.ith Mr Noel Meadow confessed he as one up a few nice catchlines for it,"
'How do you du it"
k
- H
0.1
of the men who write those catchy
•Praetlee Helps
Imes on billboards and placards
which advertise movies
"Oh it's not easy." 1VIadow said.
-Terrifying! Suspenseful' Breath- "but practice helps Think of any
meeting
taking'" -yogi .know the kind. ordinary situation, lake
a
' She Gave Everything for Love" your girl friend. Then snap
'Two
and so on. Meadow. a bright owl- catchline on it. For examble
eyed young man, dreams them up 'Drawn Together by the Magic of
endlessly with no more inspira- the Night.' Or sometlprig like
tion then a few movie stills, a that."
Meadow said his work on -Jenny
thesaurrus and a dictipnary.
of
On his desk at the moment N23 Lamour" was a good example
how the few specialists in his craft
a French dictionary as well
-Working on a French film." he operate.
takes
which
"It's a murder story
Jenny 1..axplairied
place in the French police headquarters," he said.
"There are three suspects. one
of them a beautiful French singer
whose song Tra-la-la' is. a big hit.
"How is this for a starter: Her
Tra-la-la. had Paris at her feet
-the police at her heels"
"Not bad.
"Or this: 'The passionate love
between them threw a cloak of
dark suspicion around both, bind- ing them to a savage murder'?"
•InsplratIon Comes
Meadow's eyes gleamed as he
slid into high
"Or these: The long arm of the
law clasps the slim waist of the
suspect"
"In the guillotine's shadow, their
love survived'
"She had a rendezvous-with
murder!" •
Modestly. Meadows said he could

That Colossal Routine Comes
Naturally—lf You Know How
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E. W. OUTLAND and R. B. BROWNSFIELD
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Did you know that Kroger has to sell $80 worth
of merchandise in order to make a net income
of $1? .That's the way our low-profit margin
figures out we use $79 out of the 180 to buy
our merchandise, get it into your hands, and
meet general business expenses That's why
Kroger prices are always close to cost
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